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Photo: red mango (Shutterstock)In a way, the pandemic has made us less decreduous and more environmentally friendly. We drive less, we use less public transport, we support local jobs more. But now that we're in the heat of summer, at home all day in the driest temps and still trying to look adhesed for conference calls, our use of air
conditioning probably doesn't do the environment (or our bank accounts) any favors. I have always found it challenging to cool my home in an efficient way, given that we have a central air conditioning on the first floor and window AC units in the bedrooms upstairs. But this summer more than ever – with three of us at home all day in
different parts of the house – our priority is to try to keep it cooler naturally and efficiently before running straight into the beloved thermostat. For more information on lowering energy consumption, see the video below:I We found that there are several strategies that we can all implement to reduce the amount of AC-crankage we will need
to survive the summer. Close shadesThis is hard for me. I don't just like natural light, I feel like my mental well-being is somewhat dependent on a bunch of it - especially now. At the same time, I am aware that all this lovely natural light comes from the sun, which brightens my mood and warms my home. If no one is at home during most
days (haha), close all the blinds and curtains of windows - or go out and throw away a bunch of shades to darken the rooms - so that the temperature does not climb while you are gone. But if, like me, you work from home and can't bear to completely darken your world, try closing the shades to sun-facing windows or in rooms or on floors
you don't use. Another option is a solar window film, which will block some of the air and reduce the shine. Get strategic with your fansI lived in Arizona for almost a decade and there was a phrase I often heard: Fans don't cool rooms; fans of cool people. In other words, the reason the fan room feels cooler is not because the air
movement reduces the temperature (it is not). This is because the air passes over your skin and reduces your sweating. But you can also use fans to suck hot air out of the room. Writer Dan Seitz explains how in this article of popular science:To begin with, place electric fans in your windows (if they open). Try to place the blower as much
as possible, ideally in the upper print. They should face outwards to suck the hot air out of the room. If you have a two-story house, concentrate your fans in the windows of the above story (or at least lower the upper wings of these windows), where they can help convection pull the hot air up and away. Ceiling fans can also help. If you
have them, then look up and make sure they turn counterclockwise. That way, they pull the hot air up and away from you. Seitz also use of a fan to create a cross breeze in which one fan cools you down on one side while the fan window is on the the other side draws warm air from the house. Go greenAs in, plants. Plants absorb warm
air and release oxygen and cool moisture into the air, which helps lower the temperature of the space around it. Aloe vera and succulents are a good place to start, like any other greenery that does not require frequent watering, because these plants drink in water from the moist air around them. Other good choices are snake plants,
palms, fictitious benjamina and rubber plants. Put them in the sun window for the added bonus of blocking lights from entering your home. Let's not add to the heatIt might be common sense, but it does not hurt to be reminded that on particularly spicy days it is one of the best things you can do to reduce the use of hot appliances. In
particular, ovens and dishwashers run at high temperatures, so wash dishes by hand in those days and stick to simple uncooked meals or meals that can be heated at a lower temperature, such as a microwave or a slow stove. One thing you're supposed to run? The humidifier. Getting all that moisture out of the air will make things more
bearable. If you've done all this and you still can't cool off? That's fine, go ahead and turn on the AC for a bit. Your efforts have reduced the amount of energy you need to get your home back to a comfortable temperature. This article was originally published in May 2019 and updated on 29 June 2020 by Meghan Moravcik Walbert. Always
use an air conditioner that is the right size for your home. An oversized unit can circulate and turn off too quickly, making it ineffective in removing moisture and maintaining uniform temperatures. On the other hand, she will have to constantly run too small a unit, which will drastically shorten her life expectancy. Determine the required
cooling capacity by calculating the load, taking into account the square footage of each room, layout, insulation, function and typical occupancy. To learn more, download this worksheet from energy star or consult an air conditioner. Related: 7 reasons indoor air isn't as clean as you think because cooling an empty house consumes both
money and energy, upgrade to a programmed thermostat. This technology allows you to raise and lower the temperature of your AC based on a preset schedule, which can save hundreds of dollars a year. Increase your energy efficiency even more by closing the openings in unopened rooms, as well as keeping the closet and cabinet
doors closed so that excess air does not enter. Related: 14 Secret people with low energy bills + Although air conditioners aren't the most attractive items in the landscape, homeowners shouldn't try to hide their unit in an inconvenient place. The location of the air conditioner has a great impact on its energy efficiency. Try installing it in a
shady place on the east or north side of your house, as too much direct sunlight will make the system more difficult to operate. In addition, do not put hidden bushes or plants too close to jer one one ventilation and may clog capacitor coils. Related: 11 ways landscaping can save you money inside your home, make sure the thermostat
and vents are properly installed. Placing the thermostat in direct sunlight or near heat-producing lights and appliances gives an incorrect reading, causing the air conditioner to work overtime. Also, blocking the inner openings with furniture or curtains can prevent proper air circulation. Related: 9 energy-saving home upgrades paid for
Many homeowners feel pleasure with temperatures in the high 70s but set their thermostat much lower out of habit. Adjusting to a higher setup will save you big bucks on utilities; In fact, you can reduce 3 percent of your AC costs for each stage to raise the temperature. Related: Save on summer bills with 7 budget-smart purchases If
possible, combine air conditioning with using strategically placed fans. Any type of fan helps cool the air circulating in your home, which will make you feel more comfortable at a higher indoor temperature. Be sure to set up ceiling fans to run counterclockwise during the summer to push the air down. Note that you should also reduce the
use of exhaust fans in the kitchen and bathroom while running the alternator, as they remove cold air from your home. Related: 12 Smart hacks to help you beat the summer heat Open doors and windows invite moisture inside your home and let the cooled air escape. Your air conditioner then has to work extra hard to catch up, losing
huge amounts of energy along the way. Always keep doors and windows closed when the AC works. Related: Welcome home: 11 fresh ways to spruce up your front door clean or replace air filters every month during the cooling season, and more often if the filter seems overly clogged with dust and debris. A clean filter significantly
improves the efficiency of the air conditioner, lowers energy consumption by 5 to 15 percent. On central air conditioners, filters are usually found on return channels in walls or ceilings. Room air conditioners have a filter mounted in a forward-facing grille, while channelless mini-splits store their multi-sided filter in a removable panel.
Consult the owner's manual for accurate instructions on changing the air filter. Related: The 9 things you do to make your home a dustier external capacitor and vaporizer coils can become clogged with dirt, which blocks airflow and insulates coils, reducing their ability to efficiently manage heat. In order not to clog the coils, do not place
your ac components near the drying hole and regularly remove fallen leaves, grass clippings and other external residues. Trim bushes and other leaves give at least two meters of space around the condensate, allowing Airflow. Related: 15 inexpensive home repairs that could save you thousands of proper maintenance of your air
conditioning equipment will maximize its operational efficiency and efficient lifespan. At the beginning cooling season, inspect the seals on the air conditioner, as well as seals between the unit and the house to ensure that cold air does not escape. Then check the fuses, switches, wire and corrosion terminals; assess condensate drainage
for proper drainage; and inspect fans and other moving parts for wear signs. Related: 10 accidents waiting to happen – and how to stay safe Some problems with air conditioning systems, such as cooling device leaks, can only be diagnosed and repaired by a qualified HVAC technician. Have a professional give your system inspection
and adjustment on a regular basis. Remember: A routine service call will most likely be far cheaper than an emergency repair! Related: Don't try this at home: The 7 most dangerous DIYs don't let hot weather drain your wallet. + Sign up today to get key reminders and knows well the tips to maintain and improve your home! Home!
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